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US Futures-World Markets: S&P futures are climbing ahead of today’s open. AstraZeneca resumed its Covid-
19 vaccine trials over the weekend and this has investors in a good mood. Mergers and acquisitions are back 
in the headlines. ByteDance picks Oracle as a partner as they don’t execute an outright sale. Nvidia agreed to 
buy Softbank’s semi-chip division Arm for $40 billion. Gilead agreed to buy Immunomedics for $88 a share- 
with its promising breast cancer therapy. CNBC shows a camera shot each morning of Times Square. I am in 
shock EVERY day at how empty it is. Zero pedestrian traffic and hardly any cars on the road. Scary. S&P 
Futures vs. Fair Value: +34.90, 10-Yr Yield: 0.662%. 
 
CORE Headlines: 

 Chinese virologist (Dr. Li-Meng Yan) claimed she has evidence that COVID-19 was made in govt 
controlled lab in Wuhan; Planning to release scientific proof in the next few days-TTN (Does anyone 
doubt this?) 

 Pfizer (PFE) CEO Albert Bourla says company will know if coronavirus vaccine works by end of 
October.-CBS 

 Congress is debating how long to extend existing government funding. Republicans favor extending it 
until December while some Democrats want to extend it into next year (Congress must pass the 
continuing resolution by Sept 30 to avoid a govt shutdown. No additional stimulus is expected to be 
included in the resolution.-TheHill 

 New York Stock Exchange aims to move electronic trading systems out of New Jersey if the state 
implements new tax on financial transactions.-WSJ (Politicians just don’t get it.) 

 Central bankers want more stimulus from Congress because new research says spending, not lower 
rates, would do more to prevent deeper economic scars among the unemployed, businesses and state 
governments from the pandemic.-WSJ 

 ViacomCBS (VIAC) near agreement to sell CNET to Red Ventures LLC.-WSJ 
 China’s arrest of 12 Hong Kong pro-democracy activists trying to flee the city by boat amid a 

crackdown on dissent is fueling a new war of words between Washington and Beijing, with the US 
calling for them to receive due process of law and China accusing the US of meddling.-WSJ 

 NVDA: The company’s possible acquisition of Arm Holdings for $40B could have wide-ranging 
implications for the global semiconductor industry—the union would make Nvidia a dominant force in 
the market for smartphones and a major supplier of technology for other devices.-WSJ 

 Many companies are trimming hours or wages to cut costs instead of laying off workers—but while a 
smaller paycheck may be a welcome alternative to losing a job, economists say it still could hurt 
consumer spending and the economy and have a longer-lasting impact than layoffs.-USA  

 The long-awaited $150M memorial to Dwight Eisenhower will be dedicated in the shadow of the US 
Capitol on Thursday, paying tribute to the general who led the Allies to victory over totalitarianism in 
Europe during World War II and the president who sought peace around the world after it was over.-
NYT  

 The European Commission is considering a move to issue green bonds for the first time as investors 
and politicians call on Brussels to raise sustainable debt as part of its €750B borrowing spree to fund 
Europe’s economic recovery from Covid-19.-FT 
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 Media executive and former New York City mayor Michael Bloomberg will spend $100M to help 
Democratic presidential candidate Joe Biden’s campaign in Florida, citing the importance of the state’s 
29 electoral votes and polls showing Biden’s lead over Trump shrinking.-FT 

 Senate Republicans see putting pressure on House Speaker Nancy Pelosi as the key to getting a deal 
on a coronavirus relief bill before the election and are counting on vulnerable House Democrats to get 
her to back off her demand for a package costing more than $2T. -TheHill (A deal doesn’t seem likely.) 

 Alphabet's Google aims to power its data centers and offices solely with renewable energy by 2030, 
its chief executive told Reuters, becoming the biggest company in the world to commit to ditching 
coal and natural gas power.-Reuters 

 
Interesting Reads/Charts: 

 The Atlantic: Major life changes are predictable and an integral part of life. Even if they aren’t fun at 
the time https://bit.ly/3mcgvIt From Arthur Brooks 

 Wired: Police are using ‘super recognizers’ to track criminals. Crazy story. https://bit.ly/2RfnMcv  
 WUNC: The power and responsibility of using psychedelic medicine https://bit.ly/3ipUGTB  
 ABC: New website aims to cut back on ‘doomscrolling’ https://abcn.ws/3bY2uto (thx Col) 
 GQ: Travis Scott has his own deal with McDonalds. Amazing. https://bit.ly/2GP4rwD  

 
Charts from WSJ Daily Shot: 
 
In the CPI report, used car prices jumped sharply as Americans move to less-populated areas and avoid public 
transportation. 

• Year-over-year: 
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• Month-over-month: 

 
  
Some of the price increases have been sustained by government checks and may not persist going forward. 

 
Source: @TCosterg    
  
These are challenging times for formal work attire retailers. 
– Men’s suits: (I’m shocked this isn’t down more. I’m down to three suits and may never buy one again.) 
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 – Dry cleaning services: (Pre-pandemic, I was at the dry cleaners once every two weeks. I haven’t been in 6 months.) 

 
 
Fast food restaurants have been boosting prices, as they face higher expenses. 
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Here are a few other CPI trends. 
– Vehicle repair: 
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– Washing machines: 
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– Paper towels and toilet paper: (If you can find them) 

 
  
Hotels: 
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– Rent: 
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College tuition: 

 
 
Given the recent weakness in oil prices, will market-based inflation expectations begin to turn lower? 
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Source: Piper Sandler     
 
US renters increasingly face evictions, and without further government support, the situation may worsen in the months 
ahead. 
  
• As of early September, substantially fewer renters have made payments vs. last year. 

 
Source: Nomura Securities    
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• Rent renewals are lower: 

 
Source: NMHC    
  

• Google search activity related to evictions is soaring. (Very sad. Time to get back to business as usual before it is too 
late.) 

 
Source: Arbor Research & Trading    
 
The US fiscal 2020 budget gap hit $3 trillion. The trajectory going forward will depend on whether we see a CARES 2 
package. 
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The good news is that the government’s interest burden is expected to decline over the next few years, helped by 
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extraordinarily low Treasury yields. 

 

Source: @markets   Read full article    

The options frenzy has been extreme. 
  

• In the stock market, options-to-shares volume ratio: (Robinhood traders slinging it around) 
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Source: @WSJ   Read full article    
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By the way, how significant was Softbank’s options trading? (Softbank just exaggerated the move) 

 
Source: @financialtimes   Read full article    
 
Companies with weaker balance sheets have underperformed this year (2 charts). 
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Source: @ISABELNET_SA, @BofAML    
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ETFs’ holdings of silver have peaked for now. 

 
  
Tropical storm Sally is expected to reach hurricane category 2 when it makes landfall late Monday night around New 
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Orleans. 

 
Source: @Energy_Tidbits   
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US teen employment trend: 

 
Source: @WSJ   Read full article    
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Struggling student housing rentals: 

 
Source: @WSJ   Read full article   
 
 
 
When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not indicative of 
future results. 
 
Nicholas Lampone 
Dalzell Trading 
Principal & Director of Trading 
Direct: 617-340-5316 
Main: 617-340-5313 
Cell:    267-980-3481 
Five Neshaminy Interplex 
Suite 307 
Trevose, PA 19053 
nlampone@dalzelltrading.com 
http://www.dalzelltrading.com/ 
 
 
 


